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1.  Implemented Sapphire OTF GC on widely-used Java VM (Jikes RVM)
2.  Developed general framework for OTF, parallel GC
3.  IdentiÞed a pattern of lagged phase change and Þxed a bug in Sapphire
4.  Developed efÞcient concurrent copying method using transactions
5.  Support subtleties such as Object.hashCode() and weak references 
write to to‐space as well 
We introduce intermediate states to 
prevent conßicts between invariants of 























1.  B stores pointer to to-space object XÕ to 
non-moving space
2.  A loads XÕ from non-moving space
3.  A stores pointer to from-space object Y 












Mutator A in copy phase
  INV: no non-moving      to-space
Mutator B in ßip phase






















Sapphire: compare-and-swap per word
¥  fewer synchronisation
¥  sequential memory access
Can use HW transaction for race detection
¥  transaction setup was heavier than fence
    similar throughput to SW transaction
































¥  Long pauses were very rare
(observed regardless of GC)
¥  Write barrier slowed down mutators to 
roughly half speed










Replication: create semantically equivalent replica behind mutators 





GC pauses are undesirable for modern enterprise
Eliminate GC pauses from multi-threaded applications
Mostly Concurrent GC
need barrier sync. for phase change
pause
On-The-Fly (OTF) GC












Challenge on OTF GC: designing correct and efÞcient write barrier
[me
we developwidely used
handshake
Tomoharu Ugawa
pause
